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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
 

Mikael Niemi’s Populärmusik från Vittula became a huge success in Sweden when it 

was published in 2000, and it has over the years been translated into most European 

languages, as well as into Japanese (Death 2002:1). Populärmusik från Vittula is the 

best selling book in Swedish history; one of every 10 Swedes owns a copy. By 

comparison, only one of every American owns the latest Harry Potter book (Seven 

Stories Press 2005:1).  However, such a success was not expected by the author, who 

claims that he thought it would be read only by a couple of thousand people on both 

sides of the Swedish-Finnish border. Niemi was in fact astonished when his novel 

headed the Swedish bestseller lists, and even more so when it was translated into other 

languages (Death 2002:1).   

 Some critics believe the success of Populärmusik från Vittula has to do with the 

fact that readers world wide simply adore the exotic (Patersen 2002:1), while others 

believe that people in general want to take a trip into a collective sub-conscious of 

childhood laced with confusion, love, wonder, and mystery (Williams 2004:1).  

A reviewer such as Paula Luedkte (2004:1) has expressed her enthusiasm in this 

way: 

 A beautiful, poignant, often very funny novel about growing up in a remote area. 
Niemi writes with real poetry as he strings together the culturally rich vignettes of 
Matti’s experiences, snapshots of childhood that are at the same time intensely 
personal and universal.  
 

Another reviewer, Michael Upchurch (2004:1) at the Seattle Times, also honours 

Populärmusik från Vittula by expressing that:  

[…] Niemi’s language is constant, fresh poetic surprise .  .  .  Even the alphabet – 
‘a scary army of sticks and halfmoons’ – comes strangely alive in this marvellous 
book.   

 

Laurie Thompson translated Populärmusik från Vittula into English in 2003 and 

the analysis of this essay is based on this translation and the original Swedish text. The 

analysis of Populärmusik från Vittula is presented in chapter four and a closer 

presentation of Laurie Thompson, as well as of Mikael Niemi and the plot are given in 

chapter three.  
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1.2 Aim 
The language of Populärmusik från Vittula is highly influenced by colloquial and 

dialectal expressions as well as of descriptions in beautiful prose of certain cultural 

specific events. One might therefore wonder how well Laurie Thompson has succeeded 

in providing the target readers with the same reading experience as the source readers 

have been given. The purpose of this essay is therefore to study the rendition of 

cultural-dialectal specific features and expressions in Laurie Thompson’s translation of 

Mikael Niemi’s Populärmusik från Vittula.  

 

1.3 Method and Material 
The primary sources for this study are the original version of Mikael Niemi’s 

Populärmusik från Vittula (2000), and the English version of Popular Music (2003a), 

translated by Laurie Thompson. Several internet sources and literature on translation 

theories have been helpful in order to fulfil the purpose of this study.  Due to the limited 

scope of this essay, every second of the novel’s twenty chapters have been analysed, 

beginning with chapter one. The translation has been read in parallel with the original 

text. 

Since the aim of this study is to find out in what manner the original text has been 

rendered in the translation, particular notice has therefore been given to features such as 

cultural-specific additions, omissions, metaphors, similes, colloquial and dialectal 

expressions, taboos and euphemisms and possible mistranslations.   

 

1.4 Key to abbreviations 
IL  – An Introduction to Language 

LDCE  – The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
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2. THE CONCEPT OF ‘TRANSLATION’ 
Dictionaries offer numerous synonyms for the noun translation, such as, render, 

reword, transmit and interpret. Some dictionaries add ‘the act of translating something 

or something that has been translated’ (IL). The actual act of translating is defined by 

Newmark (1991:27) as:  

 transferring the meaning of a stretch or a unit of language, the whole part of a 
stretch or a unit of a language, the whole part of a text, from one language to 
another. 

 

Newmark (1991:35) continues to state that:  

translation is a cover term that compromises any method of transfer, oral or 
written, from writing to speech, from speech to writing, of a message from one 
language to another. 

 

Furthermore, Newmark (1995:39) makes a division between a semantic and a 

communicative translation when he declares that a:  

[c]ommunicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as 
possible obtained on the readers of the original. Semantic translation attempts to 
render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of the second language 
allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original. 

 

Thus, the aim of a semantic translation is not only to be a literal translation, but also to 

render the exact meaning of any possible culture specific feature of the source language. 

In other words a semantic translation has to remain faithful and has to reproduce any 

possible deviation in the source text into the target text, whereas the aim of a 

communicative translation is to transfer foreign elements into the target text according 

to cultural norms of the target language. A communicative translation could therefore be 

said to address itself solely to the target readers, while a semantic translation addresses 

itself to the source text and to the author of the text (Newmark 1995:39). Whereas a 

semantic translation tends to overtranslate, i.e. to be more specific than the original, a 

communicative translation tends to undertranslate.   

According to Newmark (1995:10), the main aim of a translator is to “produce as 

nearly as possible the same effect on his readers as was produced on the readers of the 

source language”, that is, to communicate the same message, in order to produce a 

successful translation.  Nida, (as cited in Newmark 1991:34) on the other hand, defines  
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translation as “the reproduction of the closest natural equivalent of the source language  

message “. There are according to Nida’s theory of translation four basic requirements 

that have to be fulfilled if a translation is to be regarded as successful, namely, that it: 

1  makes sense; 
2  conveys the spirit and manner of the original; 
3  has a natural and easy form of expression; 
4  produces a similar response  

          
Nida (as cited in Munday 2001:42), hereby abandons much of what a traditional 

translating theory promoted, namely, strict word-for-word, i.e. ‘literal’ equivalence in 

translation.  

Newmark (1981: 39), however, claims that literal translation is the best approach 

in both semantic and communicative translations:   

In communicative as well as in a semantic translation, provided that equivalent 
effect is secured, the literal word-for-word translation is not only the best, it is the 
only valid method of translation.  

 

The central concern of translation theory is to determine an appropriate method of 

translation (Newmark 1995:141). Translation is inherently a difficult activity, whatever 

method chosen, and the translator may come across factors which will make the 

translating process even more difficult (Wikipedia 2004:3). These factors are often 

referred to as culture-specific concepts that may relate to a religious belief, a social 

custom, or even a type of food. Furthermore, obscure jargon, dialectal terms, metaphors, 

idioms, etc. may complicate the process of translation even more (Baker 1992:21).  

According to Baker (1992:26-42) it is inevitable to lose some of the meaning in the 

process of translating cultural-specific concepts. An expression or idea in the source 

language may express a concept which is totally unknown in the target culture. 

Consequently the translator has at times no other option than to resort to strategies such 

as omissions, paraphrasing or even replacement of certain culture-specific ideas or 

expressions.  A literal or word-for-word translation is therefore insufficient in these 

cases since the target text will not make any sense to the target readers if the source text 

is not adapted in some way (Baker 1992:21).  

Hence, the demands on the translator are high and require special skills. It is not 

only necessary to possess the ability to write in a variety of registers in the target 

language. It is also essential to possess a good reading knowledge of two or more  
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foreign languages and thorough knowledge of the culture of the source language 

speakers (Newmark 1991:49). It is therefore, not surprising that Newmark (as cited in 

Abdolmehdi 2005:1) describes translation as “a science, a skill, and an art”.   
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3. MIKAEL NIEMI’S POPULAR MUSIC 

3.1 The Author 
Mikael  Niemi was born in 1959 in the village of Pajala and dreamt of becoming an 

author at the age of fifteen, when he was writing poems and novels. He did, however, 

write in secrecy since writing was considered knapsu. A man is considered to be knapsu 

if he performs activities perceived as unmanly such as doing the dishes or the laundry. 

He moved to Luleå where he studied to become an electrical technician. After his 

graduation he worked among other things at a workshop, in a school as a supply 

teacher, at a small publishing house and as a lecturer. He kept on writing all the time 

and by the age of twenty-nine his dream of becoming an author came true, when his 

first book, a collection of poems was published. Since then he has written a number of 

books for children, poetry, and plays for the stage and radio (Barnens Polarbibliotek 

2003:1).  

Populärmusik från Vittula is, however, his first adult novel, published in 2000 and 

awarded with among other marks of honour, the prestigious August Prize. This novel 

has not only become a success in Sweden, with more than 800,000 sold copies, but also 

world-wide (Wideburg 2004:128). In Sweden Populärmusik från Vittula has been 

adapted for the screen as well as for the stage. Besides the fact that it has been translated 

into numerous different languages, another evidence of its success outside Sweden is 

that Popular Music was set up on stage in Finland, in Uleåborg, years before its 

premiere in Sweden and in its home village of Pajala.  

Mikael Niemi descends from two minorities since his grandmother was Lappish 

and his father was born in the Tornevalley. These roots are very important to Mikael 

Niemi, since he considers it to be the source of his creative power and inspiration 

(Barnens Polarbibiliotek 2003:1).  This becomes apparent in his works, because 

everything he has written so far is connected with the Tornevalley and its culture in one 

way or the other (Trotzig 2001:1).   

Mikael Niemi is today a cultural celebrity in his native home village of Pajala, 

where he lives with his Dutch-born wife and three children (Niemi 2003a, book cover).   
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3.2 The Translator 
In 2003 Populärmusik från Vittula was translated into English by Laurie Thompson 

who has translated some fifteen novels from Swedish into English, including books 

written by, amongst others, Henning Mankell and Stig Dagerman. 

Thompson lives in rural West Wales and taught Swedish and German languages 

and literature at the University of Wales, and was the editor of Swedish Book Review 

from its launch in 1983 to 2002 (Palm Digital Media, Inc. 2004:1).  Thompson’s 

translation of Populärmusik från Vittula into English has received excellent reviews. 

Paula Luedkte (2004:1) is one of the many reviewers who praises the translation by 

stating that it is: “An exquisitely beautiful novel, artfully translated”. 

 

3.3 The Plot  
Populärmusik från Vittula is a story about Matti and his quiet friend Niila who grow up 

in the residential quarter of Vittulajänkää, (Vittula), a neighbourhood  that received its 

name from female anatomy, a supposed homage to female fertility (Wideburg 

2004:128). The village of Pajala is, as depicted by Niemi, a society associated with 

Laestadianism, alcohol and child abuse, hard manual labour, Finland, and socialism 

(Aronsson Datateknik 2003:1). In fact, the village of Pajala and its inhabitants consider 

themselves to have more in common with the inhabitants of Finland than to their own 

fellow countrymen in southern Sweden. Southern Sweden is more or less regarded as a 

foreign country, and the Southerners are called ummikut, i.e. ‘foreigners’.  

Matti tells his story in disconnected chapters, each with its own theme, such as 

marathon sauna and moonshine-endurance competitions, fighting, ice-hockey, chain 

beatings, sexual encounters and rock and roll music (Gerrard 2003:1). The reader may 

follow Matti’s and Niila’s destinies and adventures from the age of five until the age of 

seventeen in the 1960s and 1970s (Andersson 2001:1), when the country-roads are 

being asphalted, small-scale farms are discontinued, and when rock-n-roll music 

invades Pajala. The older generation, however, offers resistance to all newfangled things 

and ideas, because their heritage of the hardship-years of the 1930s and Laestadianism 

are deeply rooted (Akademiska Bokhandeln 2004:1).  
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4. AN ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSLATION OF POPULAR MUSIC 

4.1 Additions  
Additions, also called overtranslations, tend to be more complex and more detailed than 

the original text, i.e. more information is included to give a word or a sentence more 

meaning. Additions are generally made due to pragmatic reasons, i.e. they are necessary 

in order to explain culturally based differences; cultural and linguistic differences 

between the source and the target language (Ingo 1991:254-255).  

The pragmatic additions in the translation of Populärmusik från Vittula are made 

quite often since there are numerous cultural-specific events and expressions in this 

novel.  The target readers often have no experience of events and expressions of this 

kind and it is therefore necessary to add explanations by means of additions.   

The additions that have been found in the translated text are given below. They 

have been numbered since some of these additions will be commented upon at the end 

of the chapter. References to pages where the examples can be found are given in 

brackets. The same principle is followed in all sections of this analysis.  

 
Original text Translated text 

1. På vägen utanför stod en buss 
parkerad, den tillhörde säkert några 
turister som besökte Laestadiuspörtet. 
(16) 
 
 
 
 

1. There was a bus parked on the road 
outside, no doubt it had brought some 
tourists to see the Laestadius House 
which was just a few doors away. We 
bowed our heads in acknowledgement 
of the Bible-thumping evangelist who 
once lived there. (19)

2. Det var Pajalas gamla arbetsstuga, 
där man numera utbildade tonårstjejer 
ibland annat matlagning och stickning. 
(39) 
 

2. It used to be the hostel that housed 
pupils at Pajala school who lived too far 
away to travel backwards and 
forwards every day. Then it became a 
college where teenage girls were  

 
 
 

trained in such things as cookery and 
knitting (54) 

3. Sedan kom han in på avdelningen 
kuriosa och drog Korpelarörelsens 
historia […] (175)   
 
 
 

3. This led him on to an account of 
weird goings-on, and he rehearsed the 
history of the Laestadian sect involving 
disciplines of the Finnish preacher 
Korpela. (267) 
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Original text Translated text 
 
4. Ett nybyggarområde döptes passande 
nog till Texas, bebyggelsen kring gamla 
reningsverket kallades på grund av 
lukten för Paskajänkkä, Skitmyren, och  
mitt eget kvarter benämndes alltså 
Vittulajänkkä, Fittmyren. (187)  
 
 
 
 

 
4. A new housing estate was dubbed 
Texas, appropriate for a wild west 
settlement; the area around the old  
sewage treatment works was called 
Paskajänkkä, which translates from 
Finnish as ‘Shitmire’, and as mentioned 
above, the block were I lived was  
known as Vittulajänkkä, ‘Cuntmire’.  
(285) 
 

5. […] folkskolelärare och laestadianer 
fortfarande bemöttes med 
misstänksamhet. (175) 
 

5. […] primary school teachers and 
religious revivalists of the 
Laestadian persuasion should be  
regarded with suspicion even today. 
(266)

 
6. […] plogvallarna […] (187) 
 
 

 
6. […] piles of snow produced by the 
ploughs at the sides of the road […] 
(286) 

 
7. Och man sparkar mellan plogvallarna 
[…] (56) 
 
 
 
 
 

7. You’re standing with one foot on the 
runner of your sledge, clinging on to 
the handlebar and kicking with your 
other foot, skimming your way between  
the mountains of snow piled up on each 
side of the road by the ploughs. (82-83) 

8. Huggit och slitit under vintrarna för 
att fylla ackordet. (106) 
 
 
 

8. Chopping and sawing and dragging 
the logs through the snow to the frozen 
river in the winter, spurred on by the 
piece-work rates. (161-162)

9. Därefter flottningen när våren kom, 
och så höbärgning och myrslåtter […]  
och sedan på sin lediga tid hade de yxat 
ihop en kåk åt sig själva […]  (106) 
 
 

9. Then accompanying the logs 
downstream when the ice melted in the 
spring, sorting out the log jams on the 
way. Their summers were spent 
haymaking in the fields and in the bogs 
[…] In their spare time they’d chopped  

 
 
 

down enough trees to build themselves 
a cabin […] (162) 

10. […] rieskafaten […] (108) 
 
 

10. […] bowls of locally baked rieska 
bread […] (165)

11. […] med näbbkängorna. (207) 
 

11. […] with the pointed toes of their 
Lappshoes. (315) 
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Original text Translated text 
 
12. […] och hennes tunga smakade 
lenkkimakkara. (117) 

 
12. […] and her tongue tasted sausagey, 
of lenkkimakkara. (180) 

 
13. De kom i två båtar, långa och 
smäckra tornedalska forsbåtar. (191) 
 

 
13. They came in two boats – long, thin 
craft specially designed to cope with the 
Tornedalen rapids. (292)

  
14. […] en av skogssametanterna […] 
(215) 
 

14. […] one of the Lappish women 
from the Artic forests […] (329) 

15. Snart började två av de äldre finska 
kärringarna dra fingerkrok under 
ålderdomliga, nästan bortglömda 
svordomar. (114-115) 
 
 
 
 

15. Soon two of the elderly Finnish 
women started finger-pulling, their 
middle fingers entwined, tugging and 
jerking, each determined not to be the 
first to let go. All the time they spat out 
ancient, almost forgotten curses. (176-
177) 

16. En annan gängsyssla var 
majbrasesamlandet. (188) 
 
 

16. Another thing the gangs did was to 
gather firewood and stuff for the 
traditional bonfires lit on the last day of 
April, and kept burning into May. (287) 

  
17. – Kulli pois! 17. Kulli pois! Out with your prick! 
 
18. […] lade in en snus […] (16) 
 

 
18. […] to insert a wad of snuff into his 
mouth. (19) 

 
19. Bastun var timrad och av den gamla 
rökmodellen, den stod som brukligt var 
lite avsides ifall den någon gång skulle 
råka fatta eld. (118) 
 
 

 
19. The sauna was made of wood, and 
was the old-fashioned type, a so-called 
‘smoke sauna’. As was the custom it 
was some way away from the main 
building, in case it ever caught fire. 
(182) 

  
20. […] smörgul mandelpotatis i 
tärningar i en mustig buljong som 
smakade svett och skogsmarker där 
fettet låg smält i cirklar på ytan som 
vakringar i selet från harrar en andlös 
sommarnatt.  (107) 
 
 

20. […] buttery-yellow diced almond 
potatoes, the ones northerners dream 
about, in a rich broth tasting of sweat 
and forests, with circles of fat on the 
surface like rings made by nibbling char 
in a tarn one breezeless summer’s night. 
(163-164) 

Laestadiuspörtet (1) has been rendered into English as the Laestadius House which was 

just a few doors away. We bowed our heads in acknowledgement of the Bible-thumping  
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evangelist who once lived there. This addition is quite extensive which is by no means 

surprising since Laestadiuspörtet is a highly cultural-specific building in the town of 

Pajala. In addition, information is also added in order to explain that this was once the 

home of a man called Laestadius and that he belonged to a certain religious sect. 

Another regional and historical religious sect that has been rendered into English by 

means of an addition is Korpelarörelsen (3).  

The actual action of using a kick-sled is depicted in the translation as You’re 

standing with one foot on the runner of your sledge, clinging on to the handlebar and 

kicking with your other foot (6). The use of a kick-sled is a well-known everyday 

occurrence in the wintertime in the culture of the Tornevalley.  This is, however, not the 

case in the culture of the target readers and the actual action sparkar (6) in the original 

text has therefore to be described by means of an addition. 

The concept of ‘arbetsstuga’ (2) might be an unknown concept to the target culture 

and to its readers. It has therefore been rendered by means of an addition and in this 

case as a hostel that housed pupils at Pajala school who lived too far away to travel 

backwards and forwards every day. 

The plural noun plogvallarna found in example six and seven and the compound 

words skogssametanterna (14) and majbrasesamlandet (16) do not have equivalent 

expressions in English and have consequently been rendered with rather lengthy 

additions. 

As mentioned in chapter two, even a type of food may complicate the process of 

translation and require an addition. Thus the translation of rieskafaten (10) has been 

rendered as bowls of locally baked rieska bread, and lenkkimakkara (12) as sausagey, of 

lenkkimakkara. Cultural-specific clothing may similarly require explanations by means 

of additions. The word näbbkängorna (11), literally ‘bill boots’, has consequently been 

translated into the target text as with the pointed toes of their Lappshoes. 

Considering the numerous occasions of additions found in the material analysed, it 

is quite apparent that Thompson has preferred to overtranslate, which is a typical 

characteristic of a semantic translation. Not only has he remained loyal to the source 

text and to the writer of the original text, he has also provided the target readers with the 

exact meaning of every culture-specific feature of the source language by providing 

them with literal and rather lengthy explanations by means of additions.     
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4.2 Omissions  
An omission is made when a word, expression or a whole sentence of the original text is 

excluded in the translation. Omissions are changes that are more serious than additions, 

because omissions make the text semantically poorer and may therefore have a negative 

effect on the flow of information (Ingo 1995:255). On the other hand, omissions have 

advantages, because it produces a text which becomes smoother and more easily read. 

Omissions should nevertheless only be made as a last resort, although they spare the 

reader from lengthy explanations (Baker 1992:40-42).  

Thompson has obviously preferred to render the source text semantically which is 

not only reflected by the numerous pragmatic additions mentioned above, but also by 

the lack of culture-specific omissions in the material.  There is, however, one rather 

extensive omission found in chapter thirteen.  

In the omitted part of the novel the people of the Tornevalley are, in my opinion, 

humorously depicted as being prejudiced against those who are not born and raised in 

the Tornevalley. The main subject of discussion in this part is the southern-born 

schoolteacher Greger, who is portrayed as an unusually out-going and talkative person. 

Greger’s personal qualities deviate in fact from the norm among the people of the 

Tornevalley, and he should therefore be looked upon with suspicion. This part of the 

novel also highlights the importance of the native language, namely Tornevalley 

Finnish or Meän Kieli. A native language depicted as ‘the mother tongue of glory and 

heroism’ (Niemi 2003b:148), and therefore impossible to be learned by an ummikko, 

that is, for a person such as Greger.  

The version published by Seven Stories Press in New York does not have this 

omission though. Since both versions are translated by Thompson, this particular part of 

the novel has not been excluded by him, but by the English publisher. The English 

publisher’s decision to exclude this part is commented upon by Mikael Niemi who 

considers it as “a shame that some publishers are such cowards that they try to adjust 

books by omitting a part that stands out” (Mikael Niemi, oral communication).  

Although an omission could have a levelling effect on cultural differences, it does 

not, in my opinion, justify this particular exclusion, because the target text is neither 

difficult to understand nor to read. It is also unfounded in this case since the original  
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text can not be regarded as especially offensive. In addition, if included it could have 

given the target readers a valuable insight into a foreign country, its culture and values 

as well as the importance of their spoken language.  

Both the original version and the American version have been affixed and can be 

read in full in the appendix.  

 

4.3 Metaphors  
IL defines a metaphor as:  

Non-literal, suggestive meaning in which an expression that designates one thing 
is used implicitly to mean something else, e.g., The night has a thousand eyes, to 
mean “One may be unknowingly observed at night”  

 
According to Newmark (1982:84), the main purpose of translating a metaphor is 

“to describe an entity, event or quality more comprehensively and concisely and in a 

more complex way than is possible by using a literal language”.  By stating this 

Newmark shows that he is in favour of translating a cultural-specific concept such as a 

metaphor, according to a communicative method, i.e., not literally. Since different 

cultures, hence different languages, conceptualize and create symbols in varying ways, 

most cultural-specific metaphors would not make any sense to the target readers if they 

were translated word-for-word, that is, literally (Snell-Hornby 1995:56). As a 

consequence, a literal or semantic translation should be avoided (Ingo 1991:196).  

The options are to choose a communicative translation, that is, to adapt or modify 

the source text in some way into the target text, or to choose a semantic translation, that 

is, to transfer the source text literally into the target text. The cultural-specific 

metaphors found in the material analysed have been divided into two groups depending 

on whether they have been rendered into the target text according to a semantic or a 

communicative translation.  
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4.3.1 Semantically translated metaphors  
Original text  Translated text 

1. […] just nu höjer sig älvens bröstkorg 
i en enda långsam inandning, nu 
spänner den mot det metertjocka taket 
[…] (73)    

1. […] at this very moment, the river 
breathes in and its rib-cage expands, 
pressing up against its three-feet-thick 
case […] (109) 

2. […] på Kirunavägen hörs råmandet 
från plogbilen som stångar sig genom 
vintern. (56) 
 

2. […] from the nearby main road to 
Kiruna you can hear the booming of a 
snow plough bludgeoning its way 
through the winter. (82-83) 

 
3. Det var väl spriten som hade som 
smält tjälen i tungan […] (109) 
 

 
3. No doubt it was the drink that had 
thawed out the frost in their tongues 
[…] (167) 

 
These metaphors have all been rendered according to a semantic translation, that is, 

literally, although they are based on cultural-specific comparisons and images. The 

translator has, nevertheless, succeeded in preserving the sense of these metaphors, and 

provided the target reader with a picture of the climate of a specific area, as in the first 

metaphor which illustrates the massive force behind the breaking of the ice.  

 

4.3.2 Communicatively translated metaphors 
Original text Translated text 

1. […] och vid bakfylla då de hemskaste 
tankar annars kunde mögla fram. (177) 
 
 

1. […] and when you had a hangover, 
because all kinds of nasty thoughts 
could worm their way into your mind 
then. (270) 
 

2. Min pappa var av det tysta virket. 
(105) 

2. My old man was a silent type. (160) 

 
3. […] alltså din farfar, var en 
hästpinkare i sin ungdom. (173) 
 

3. […] your gradad that is, was a real 
stallion when he was a young man. 
(263) 

 
4 […] ifall de vägrade släppa till hålet 
[…] (176) 

 
4. […] if they declined to open their 
legs […] (269) 

 
5. […] att täppa till käften på oss. (75) 

 
5. […] to seal our lips. (113) 
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Original text Translated text
 

6. […] svarta vattenarmar slår sig fram. 
(73) 

 
6. […] black fingers of water probe 
their way forward. (110) 

  
7. Två ångande pojkar, två nykokta 
paltar nedslängda i frysboxen. (58) 
 
 

7. Two steaming young boys, two 
newly-cooked black puddings thrown 
into the freezer. (86) 

 
These metaphors have been translated according to a communicative translation, i.e. not 

literally. Since some of these metaphors would not make any sense to the target readers 

if they had been translated literally, the translator has had no other option than to resort 

to a modification. This has occurred with the expressions en hästpinkare, literally ‘a 

horsepisser /-piddler’ (3) and släppa till hålet, literally ‘to let loose of the hole’ (4), 

which have been rendered into a real stallion (3) and into to open their legs (4).  

The expressions av det tysta virket, literally ‘of the silent wood /stuff’ (2), att 

täppa till käften på oss, literally ‘to shut our jaws up’ (5), and annars kunde mögla fram, 

literally ‘could otherwise mould out’ (1), have similarly been translated according to a 

communicative translation, into a silent type (2), seal our lips (5), and into worm their 

way into your mind then (1).  

These adaptations are, in my opinion, clearly all necessary as well as inevitable, 

because without some kind of modification, the translator would not have produced a 

target text which would have been suitable or understandable to the target readers. The 

sense or image of these metaphors has, however, not been lost or been affected in a 

negative way, although they have been subjected to a non-literal translation.    

 

4.4 Similes 
LDCE defines a simile as: “An expression that describes something by comparing it 

with something else, using the words ‘as or ‘like’, for example ‘as white as snow’”.  

According to Newmark (1982:125), similes are generally easier to translate than 

metaphors, since similes are more precise, more restricted than metaphors, and since 

they limit the resemblance of the ‘object’ and its ‘image’ to a single property.  
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Since the main problem in translating a simile, as with metaphors is cultural, the 

translator has to decide whether to choose a semantic or a communicative method of 

translation. The cultural-specific similes found in the material analysed have been  

divided into two groups depending on whether they are translated literally or adapted, 

that is, modified in some way. 

 

4.4.1 Semantically translated similes
Original text  Translated text

1. […] upp på högkant som gnistrande 
valar innan de frustande dyker ner i 
djupen. (73) 
 

1. […] thrust up on end, like glittering 
whales leaping then plunging back 
down in the sparkling deep. (110) 

2. […] gjort dem sega som smidesjärn 
från Kengis. (106)     
 

2. […] made them as tough as Swedish 
wrought iron from Kengis. (162) 

3. […] ångan bolmade som ett 

andeväsen. (119) 

 

3. […] clouds of steam floated around 

like spiritual beings. (184) 

These similes are all translated literally into the target text, although smidesjärn (2) has 

been rendered into English with the addition of the word Swedish (2), and the singular 

ett andeväsen (3) has been rendered into English with the plural expression spiritual 

beings (3).  

 

4.4.2 Communicatively translated simile  
Original text Translated text 

[…] där fettet låg smält i cirklar på ytan 
som vakringar i selet från harrar en 
andlös sommarnatt.  (107) 

[…] with circles of fat on the surface 
like rings made by nibbling char in a 
tarn one breezeless summer’s night. 
(163-164) 

 

A communicative method has been used in translating this simile into English, meaning 

that it has not been rendered literally. The word vakringar has for instance been 

rendered into rings, although there is an equivalent word for it in English, namely, 

wakes, meaning ‘the rings of a wake’.  
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The word harrar has a corresponding word in English namely, grayling. The 

translator has nevertheless chosen to render it into char, which is in fact a totally 

different kind of fish, namely a röding. Even though selet means ‘a stretch of smooth  

water’, ‘a slow section’, ‘a straight of slow water’, it has been rendered into English by 

using the word tarn, meaning ‘tjärn, bergssjö, fjällsjö’ in Swedish. The image of ‘calm 

water’ is, however, preserved by using the word breezeless in translation.  

Although this simile has been rendered according to a communicative method, the 

sense as well as the image of it, is maintained. It could therefore, in my opinion, be 

regarded as a successful translation since it “communicates the same message” and the 

target reader is still provided with a translation that creates “an effect as close as 

possible obtained on the readers of the original” (Newmark 1995:10, 39).   

 

4.5 Colloquial and Dialectal expressions  
There are diverse theories on whether a text with dialectal and colloquial language 

should be translated as a dialect of the target language, or not. Those in favour of 

preserving dialect and colloquial language in translation do so because they want to 

maintain the function of dialect or colloquial language in a source text in some way. On 

the other hand, choosing to render a dialect which originates from another culture into a 

dialect in English could perhaps cause the characteristics of the cultural-specific 

atmosphere and environment to disappear (Ingo 1991:40-41).  

There are a number of colloquial, dialectal expressions as well as expressions in 

Meän Kieli in the original version of Populärmusik från Vittula, and some of the terms 

found in the material analysed are presented below.   

  

Original text Translated text 

1. Kommunen hade smällt upp en 
gungställning […] (15) 
 

1. The local authority had installed 
some swings […] (16)  

2. […] och tuggade gummi så det 
tjaskade. (75) 

2. […] chewing gum noisily. (112)

3. […] och började kolka i mig. (116) 
 

3. […] and started to swill it down. 
(179)  
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Original text Translated text

4. […] musikmaje […] (145)  
 

4. […] a music master […] (224)

5. […] han svoschade förbi […] (146) 5. […] he came swishing past […] (225) 
 
6. […] med sina spetsiga rödnaglar […] 
(75) 

6. […] with her red-painted nails […] 
(113)

 
7. […] knapsut och ummikot […] (120) 
 

 
7. […] ponces and southerners […] 
(187) 

 
8. Och det var djävlar och perkele 
[…](41) 

 
8. And now it was all buggers and 
bastards […] (58) 

 
9. Vi tog löylyä och svettades så att 
smutsen lossnade […] (171) 

9. We’d sweat all the dirt out of us […] 
(260) 

 
10. […] permanenthåret kittlade i 
ansiktet […] (75) 
 

 
10. […] permanent wave on my cheek 
[…] (113)

 

The expressions above are all translated into Standard English and not into a dialect in 

English, which is to be preferred since it would have given the target readers an 

unrealistic effect if translated into an English dialect.  

Thus the compound nouns rödnaglar (6) and permanenthåret (10) have been 

rendered into red-painted nails (6) and permanent wave (10). These expressions may, 

however, be regarded as typical expressions of the northern part of Sweden rather than 

typical expressions of the village of Pajala.  

The colloquial or dialectal terms tjaskade (2) and kolka (3) have likewise been 

rendered into Standard English as noisily (2) and swill (3).  The correct form of the 

colloquial or dialectal expression svoschade förbi (5) is svischade förbi, meaning 

‘whistled by’ or ‘sweeped by’ in Standard English. 

As mentioned in section 3.1, a man who performs activities perceived as unmanly, 

is depicted as being knapsu. The plural form of knapsu is knapsut (7), and it has been 

rendered by means of an equivalent word in English, namely ponces (7). Furthermore, 

persons who are not born in the Tornevalley but originate from the southern part of the 

country are depicted as ummikot (see. 3.3). Ummikot has therefore logically been 

rendered into southerners (7).   
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It is at times difficult to determine whether expressions such as knapsut, ummikot, 

löylyä and perkele in Meän Kieli are to be regarded as a dialect or as expressions of a 

mother tongue. The distinction is in other words not always clear since these and other  

terms in Meän Kieli are used both in a conversation in Swedish, as in Och det var 

djävlar och perkele (8), and not only when speaking Meän Kieli. Note also that these 

expressions and the term löylyä (9) are printed in italics since they are italicized in the 

original text.  

Although, all of these expressions have been rendered into Standard English, the 

translation still conveys a similar atmosphere and an equally natural and easy style of 

expression as the original, which are some of the basic conditions that have to be 

fulfilled, if a translation is to be regarded as successful. 

 

4.6 Taboos and Euphemisms   
Certain words in all societies are considered taboo, they are not to be used, or at least, 

not in”polite company”. Words relating to sex, sex organs, and natural bodily functions 

make up a large part of the set of taboo words of many cultures. The existence of taboo 

words or obscene language stimulates the creation of euphemisms. Euphemisms serve 

to avoid reference to certain acts or unpleasant subjects e.g., powder room for toilet.  A 

euphemism is, in other words, a word or phrase that replaces a taboo word or phrase, 

and could therefore be regarded as a special intralingual device that could be used to 

‘protect’ speakers and listeners from taboos (IL).   

There is an extensive use of so-called obscene or taboo expressions in 

Populärmusik från Vittula.  The taboo expressions found in the material analysed have 

been divided into three groups depending on whether they are translated semantically, 

communicatively, that is literally or not literally, or by means of euphemisms.  
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4.6.1 Semantically translated taboos  
Original text Translated text  

1. Vad i helvete gjorde vi i hennes rum, 
djävla förbannande snorungar […]  (72) 

1. What the hell were we doing in her 
room? Fucking bastard kids […] (108)  

 
2. Djävla (14) 2. Bloody (15)
 
3. Fy fan! (177) 
 

3. Dammit all! (271)

4. Fan […] (195) 
 

4. Good God […](299)

5. -Satan! […] (195) 
 

5. ‘Fucking Hell!’ […] (299) 

6. […] kalla dem fittor och horor. (86) 6. […] calling the girls whores and 
floozies. (131) 

 
7. […] och penslat både fittor och 
rövhål på varandra […] (175) 

7. […] painted each other’s pussies and 
arseholes […] (267)

 
8. - Släpp bössan innan vi skjuter bort 
kuken! (192) 

 
8.’ Drop your gun or we’ll shoot your 
cock off!’ 

 
9. […] ritade kukar på ladväggar […] 
(190) 
 

9. […] draw willies on shed walls […] 
(290) 

10. […] borde doppat kuken i tjära […] 
(118) 
 

10. […] would have done better to tar 
and feather his prick […] (182) 

11. […] luftade röven […] (108) 
 

11. […] farted […] (165) 

12. […] i röven. (193) 
 

12. […] in the bum. (295)

13. […] släppte en brakare […] (215) 
 

13. […] farted loudly […] (329)

14. […] och låtsades sjunga som en 
neger […] (151) 

14. […] and pretended to sing like a 
negro […] (230) 

 
15. […] och börjat bajsa under ett bord 
[…] (20) 
 

 
15. […] and started doing his number 
twos under a table […] (24) 
 

 

All these above mentioned taboos could be considered as rendered literally into the 

target text according a semantic method, although some have been rendered by means 

of less vulgar equivalents. The expressions Vad i helvete (1), djävla (1-2), Fy fan (3),  
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and Satan (5) have all been translated with the most vulgar or strongest expressions 

What the hell (1), Fucking (1), Bloody (2), Dammit all! (3), and Fucking Hell (5), while 

a somewhat weaker or less vulgar form has been used when translating Fan (4) into  

Good God.   

Although the expression fittor (6-7) has been translated into floozies and pussies 

and not into cunts, the expression itself could not be regarded as having been replaced  

by a euphemism. The singular form of floozies is usually used to describe young women 

of loose morals and is in this case meant as an insult, while fittor (7) has been rendered 

into a less vulgar expression than cunts in the translation, namely pussies.   

There is one particular body part which is frequently referred to in Populärmusik  

från Vittula, namely the male genitals. This particular part of the body has on no 

occasion been subjected to either omissions or euphemisms of any kind in the 

translation. The singular form of the word kuken has been translated into the target text 

by equally vulgar terms such as cock (8), prick (10) and willie (9). The term willie could 

however, be regarded as less vulgar.  

Even a natural bodily function such as luftade röven (11) and släppte en brakare 

(13) has been rendered literally into farted (11) and farted loudly (14). These 

expressions are rendered literally in the sense that the exact contextual meaning of the 

original is preserved, because these Swedish terms are translated into an equally vulgar 

term of the target language. 

Even an expression such as neger (14) has been rendered literally into negro, 

which is actually unthinkable due to its racial connotation. It has nevertheless been 

rendered, which is acceptable in this case, because it illustrates the way a word, its 

connotation and its meaning may change in the course of time.   

 Although the expression börjat bajsa (18) and its translation into doing his 

number twos could be regarded as a euphemism, it is not. This is in fact a literal 

translation which could be regarded as children’s language.  A literal translation in this 

case emphasises the fact that it is a child who is performing this act, under a table.  

These taboo expressions are all translated literally into the target text, since none 

of these terms have been subjected to either omissions or replaced by euphemisms. The 

semantic translation of these expressions has not only left the target reader unprotected  
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against terms which could be regarded as offensive, but also provided the target reader  

with a comparable effect which is one of four basic conditions that have to be fulfilled, 

if a translation is to be regarded as successful.   

 

4.6.2 Communicatively translated taboos 
Original text Translated text

1. […] djävlar […] (83) 1. […] by God […] (127) 

2. […] skrek jag att vi ju för fan var 
frivilliga. (190) 
 

2. […]I yelled out that we’d come to 
join up, for Christ’s sake. (291) 

3. Satan vad ont det gjorde! (194) 
 

3. My God, but it hurt! (297) 

4. […] om rinkar och rövar […] (207) 4. […] about pucks and fucks […] (215) 
 
5. […] stora arslen […] (113) 5. […] large backsides […] (174) 
 
6. […] en plåsterlapp över käften […] 
(121) 

 
6. […] a plaster over his cakehole […] 
(188)

 

A communicative method has been used when translating these taboo expressions.  The 

terms djävlar (1), för fan (2), Satan (3) and stora arslen (5) have all been translated into 

the weakened and less vulgar expressions by God (1), for Christ’s sake (2), My God (3), 

and large backsides (5) . The original tone and spirit of these expressions could, 

however, have been preserved in the translation if they had been rendered into the 

equally vulgar terms ‘bloody’ (1), ‘for fuck sake’ (2), ‘fucking Hell’ (3) and ‘large 

arses’ (5).  

  The communicative translation of these expressions is, according to the present 

writer, an attempt to protect the target reader against terms which could be regarded as 

offensive, because they still provide the target reader with a text that has the same or 

nearly the same tone and spirit as the original text.  
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4.6.3 Taboos translated into euphemisms   
Original text Translated text  

1. […] som gjorde helvetes ont i flera 
timmar. (154) 

1. […] which hurt for hours afterwards. 
(235) 
  

2. […] och sedan ett djävla letande efter 
pucken i snödrivorna. (188) 

2. […] then ages spent searching for the 
puck in the snowdrifts. (286) 

 
3. Rötter, kultur, fan vet vad det kunde 
kallas, men det var mitt. (175) 

 

3. Root, culture, whatever you’d like to 
call it; but it was mine. (268) 

4. […] men det sket de i. (86) 
 

4. […] but they couldn’t care less. (131) 

5. Ibland kunde man se hur kaninerna 
pippade […]  (210) 
 

5. You could sometimes catch the 
bunnies having it away […] (320-321)  

6. […] om sådana som knullat. (86) 6. […] about the ones who’d had it 
away. (131) 

 
7. […] eller om sista utlösningen hade 
fastnat i bösspipan […] (117)  

 
7. […] or if his last shot had got stuck in 
the barrel of his rifle […] (181) 

 
8. […] än knullat fram en så djävlig 
generation. (118) 

 
8. […] than to sire a generation of 
bastards like this one. (182) 

 

All these taboos expressions have been rephrased, that is, modified by means of 

euphemisms in the translation. Phrases such as som gjorde helvetes ont, literally ‘which 

hurt like hell’ (1), ett djävla letande, literally ’a bloody search’ (2), and men det sket de 

i, literally ’but they didn’t care a damn about that’, have all been given a less vulgar or 

toned down image when translated into which hurt (1), ages spent searching (2), and 

but they couldn’t care less (4).  

Activities such as knullat, have likewise been rendered into the euphemisms  

had it away (6), and into another verbal expression to sire (8), although there are 

numerous synonyms for the past form of the verb knullat, such as  ‘fucked’ and 

‘screwed’.  

In my opinion, the translation of these taboos into euphemisms is a mistake, 

although the translation could be regarded as both witty and somewhat creative. It is a 

mistake since the use of euphemisms produces a target text which becomes semantically  

poorer, in the sense that much of the intended spirit, manner and tone of the original 

terms of the foul language are lost.   
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4.7 Possible mistranslations 
Possible misinterpretations of culture-specific expressions, events, clothing etc. are 

presented below. These are few and they do not affect the sense, the spirit or the 

development of the plot in a negative manner. 

 
Original text 

 
Translated text

 
1. […] ångan bolmade som ett 
andeväsen. (119) 

 
1. […] and clouds of steam floated 
around like spiritual beings. (184) 

 
2. […] och sjunger den pedagogiska 
runksången. (74) 

 
2. […] and sings pedagogical wanking 
songs. (112) 

 
3. Sedan öste han nio skopor nio gånger 
[…] (121) 

 
3. Then he threw nine more scoops […] 
(188) 

  
4. […] ispipor.(73) 
 

4. […] icicles. (110) 

5. […] myrslåtterrättigheter […] (173) 5. […] grazing rights […] (263)
  
6. […] i skvattramriset. (192) 
  
7. […] luddor […] (212) 

6. […] in the wild rosemary. (294) 
 
7. […] wellies […] (324-325)

  
8. […] man pissade i kors, ritade kukar 
på ladväggar […] (190) 
 

8. They would have peeing 
competitions, draw willies on shed 
walls […] (290)

 

The original versions ett andeväsen (1) and runksången (2), are both in the singular 

form, but translated into the plural form spiritual beings (1) and wanking songs (2).  The 

number of times is not correct in nio skopor nio gånger, literally ‘nine scoops nine 

times’, because it has been rendered into nine more scoops (3).  

Furthermore, ispipor, literally ‘icepipes’, has been translated into icicles (4), 

which when translated into Swedish means ‘istappar’ or ‘ispiggar’. 

Cultural specific clothing such as luddor (7), which in Swedish is another word for  

‘filtskor’, is translated into wellies. Wellies is short for Wellingtons, which when 

translated into Swedish means ‘gummistövlar’.  

Moreover, the translator has had no other option than to translate skvattramriset 

into the wild rosemary (6), since this plant is not found in the target lexicon or in their 

fauna. The noun rosemary has two meanings in Swedish, either ‘bot’ or the herb 

‘rosmarin’.   
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The colloquial word ladväggar is translated into shed walls (8). It would have 

been more suitable to render shed, meaning ‘skjul’ or ‘bod’, as ‘barn’, because ‘barns’ 

or ‘lador’ are being maintained and restored and are consequently given a relatively  

high cultural value nowadays.  

Since Populärmusik från Vittula has mainly been translated according to a 

semantic method, that is, literally, these few occasions of misinterpretations, are without 

doubt made unconsciously or made due to other factors, such as the lack of satisfying 

equivalents, as with the word skvattramriset above.  
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this essay was to find out in what manner the translator Laurie Thompson has 

rendered cultural-specific features in Mikael Niemi’s fictional novel, Populärmusik från 

Vittula.  This essay has dealt with the rendering of cultural-specific additions, omissions, 

metaphors, similes, colloquial and dialectal expressions, taboos, euphemisms and possible 

mistranslations. The essay includes a presentation of the author, the translator, and the plot. 

One chapter deals with the concept of ‘translation’, various definitions, methods and theories 

of translation, and how a culture-specific source text ought to be rendered into a target text. 

Since there are different approaches to translation, special attention has been given to whether 

the source text, in this case Swedish, has been translated into the target text (English), 

according to a semantic, literal, or a communicative, non-literal method of translation.  

Additions are generally made in order to explain culturally based differences between 

the source and the target language. The present analysis shows that the translator’s aim has 

been to provide the target reader with the exact meaning of every culture-specific feature of 

the source language. This is mainly done by the author’s frequent use of pragmatic additions 

in the target text. Thus, a semantic translation has been preferred since one of the 

characteristics of a literal translation is that it tends to overtranslate. Further evidence of this is 

provided by the complete absence of culture-specific omissions in the target text.  

Both the American and the English version of Populärmusik från Vittula are translated 

by Thompson.  Surprisingly, the English publisher has excluded a part of chapter thirteen, 

while the American publisher has not. This omission is neither difficult  

to read or understand nor could it be regarded as especially offensive. If included, it  

could have provided the target reader with a valuable insight into a foreign country, its culture 

and values as well as the importance of their spoken language.  

Different cultures hence different languages conceptualize and create symbols in various 

ways. The culture-specific images found in the material analysed have been subjected to both 

non-literal as well as literal translations.  

In the view of the fact that the source text contains a large number of colloquial, 

dialectal and taboo expressions, additional attention has been given to the rendering of 

these expressions. The analysis reveals that the colloquial and dialectal expressions found in 

the material have mainly been translated into Standard English. Taboos have been rendered 

both literally and non-literally, as well as into euphemisms. Euphemisms serve to ‘protect’ 

speakers and listeners from certain words or phrases which could be regarded as offensive. 
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The analysis shows that the use of euphemisms has produced a target text which may be 

interpreted as semantically poorer compared to the source text.  

The number of possible misinterpretations of certain culture-specific terms is few. The 

rendering of these terms has not, in my opinion, had a negative effect on either the flow of 

information or semantic content of the novel.  

In conclusion, Thompson has occasionally had no other option than to resort to 

strategies such as adaptations and modifications due to language and cultural differences. 

Thus, a communicative or non-literal method of translation has been used in some cases, 

which has neither had a negative outcome on the semantic content nor on the manner or spirit 

of the original text. Nevertheless, a target text is produced which is both suitable and 

understandable to the target readers. Thompson’s aim has obviously been to provide the target 

readers with the closest contextual meaning of every culture-specific aspect of the source 

language. As a result, an equivalent text is produced which has not only maintained the sense 

and the spirit of the original text, but also remained faithful both to the source text and to the 

author of the source text.  
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APPENDIX   
 

Extract from the original version of Populärmusik från Vittula  
(Niemi 2002:148-150).  

Greger hade en annan märkvärdig förmåga. Han kunde tornedalsfinska. Som skåning hade 
alla tagit förgivet att han var en ummikko, alltså okunnig i ärans och hjältarnas modersmål, 
men nu kom bekräftelser från flera oberoende källor. Gubbar och kärringar försäkrade att 
de haft långa givande samtal på meän kieli med denna skorrande utböling.  
     Greger var en glad prick, och på sydlänningars sätt hade han ett onormalt utvecklat 
kontaktbehov. När han fräst iväg några tysta mil på sin racercykel brukade han alltså 
stanna och samtala med lokalbefolkningen. Förvånade karlar och tanter i Anttis, Kardis, 
Pissiniemi, Saittarova, Kivijärvi eller Kolari kunde plötsligt bli hejdade helt utan 
anledning. Framför dem stod en svettig marsmänniska och pladdrade så spottet stänkte. 
Orden var obekanta, men man svarade för säkerhets skull på finska att man inte skulle 
köpa något. 
      Sedan upptäckte man att man konstigt nog förstod vad han sa. Det var rent overkligt. 
Denna rabblande rotvälska med ljud som bara en drucken kunde frambringa! Och när man 
svarade joo varmasti, eller sa niinkö, så förstod denne främling precis på pricken.  
      Mysteriet utreddes av en äldre tullare som ett par år i sin ungdom tjänstgjort i 
Helsingborg. Som en av få tornedalingar behärskade han därför både tornedalsfinska och 
skånska. Av en händelse passerade han Conrad Mäkis lanthandel i Juhonpieti just när 
Greger stod där och surrade med några pensionärer. Tullaren ställde sig i utkanten och 
lyssnade diskret men noggrant. Efteråt redogjorde han för sina iakttagelser på ett objektivt 
och detaljerat sätt för alla intresserade. Av gammal vana skrev han också ner sitt vittnesmål 
som jag själv har fått läsa, i laga ordning undertecknat av honom själv och bevittnat av två 
oberoende personer.  
      Helt klarlagt var att konversanten G (alltså Greger) under hela samtalet pratat en 
skånska av grötig karaktär, förutom ett mindre antal tornedalska kraftuttryck (se bilaga ett) 
med mestadels felaktigt uttal. Konversanterna A, B samt C (två gubbar och en tant) hade 
lika uppenbart under hela samtalet hållit sig till tornedalsfinska. Det underliga var att 
samtalet följt helt logiska banor där båda parterna till fullo tycktes begripa den andre. 
Samtalsämnena hade varit i turordning: 
 
1. Den senaste tidens regn och kyla. 
2. Potatisens framväxt under sensommaren, mandel- 
    potatisens smakfördelar gentemot rundpotatisens, och huruvida det myckna            

regnandet skulle orsaka potatisröta. 
3. Sommarens höbärgning, hässjornas antal och kvalitet, och huruvida den sena   våren 

påverkat höets näringsinnehåll. 
4. Djurbesättningen i byn, utfodringen av mjölkkor förr och nu, jordbrukets  mekanisering 

samt huruvida traktorer var billigare på svenska eller finska sidan. 
5. Ett flertal nyligen funna snedväxta morötter som liknade kukar, och huruvida det var en 

naturens nyck eller en varning från vår skapare avseende ungdomarnas 
danstillställningar.  

6. Förhoppningar om väderförbättringar samt avskedsfraser. 
 
I vetenskapligt syfte hade tullaren hejdat Greger just innan denne trampade iväg, och i 
neutral ton på finska frågat vad klockan var: 
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     – Mitäs kello on? 
     – Detsamma, hade Greger vänligt svarat.  
     Av allt detta drog tullaren följande slutsatser: 
     Greger behärskade inte finska (förutom de illa uttalade svärorden, bilaga ett som sagt.) 
Lika lite begrep pensionärerna skånska. Den gåtfulla förståelsen dem emellan kunde i 
stället tillskrivas två orsaker: Gregers kroppsspråk som var påfallande yvigt och tydligt, 
samt hans synnerligen omfattande jordbrukskunskaper. 
      Tullarens son var språkvetare i umeå och påbörjade en avhandling i ämnet: Bilingual 
understanding in a northern Scandinavian multicultural environment, men började supa 
och fick den aldrig färdig.  
      Greger själv bara flabbade när ämnet kom på tal. Dom är ju såna, skåningarna. 
Flabbiga.       
 

 

Extract from the American version of Populärmusik från Vittula  
(Niemi 2003b:148-150). 

Greger had another remarkable talent. He could speak Tornedalen Finnish. As he was from 
Skåne, everybody had taken it for granted that he was an ummikko, in other words, 
ignorant of the mother tongue of gory and heroism; but confirmation of the fact came from 
several neutral observers. Old men and women swore blind they had conducted long and 
informative conversations in meän kieli with this outsider with the burr.  

Greger was a cheerful soul, and, like southerners do, he had an abnormally developed 
need to make contact with people. After scorching along on his racing bike for a few dozen 
silent miles, he used to get off and chat with the locals. Startled men and women in Anttis, 
Kardis, Pissiniemi, Saittarova, Kivijärvi, or Kolari might suddenly be hailed for no reason 
at all. They’d look up and find in front of them a sweaty man from Mars, babbling away 
with spit spraying around like rain. They didn’t recognize the words, but to be on the safe 
side they would reply in Finnish that they didn’t want to buy anything.  

Then it dawned on them that, strangely enough, they could understand what he was 
saying. It was unreal. This double Dutch full of sounds that only a drunk could possibly 
produce! And when they replied with joo varmasti, or said niinkö, this stranger understood 
exactly what they meant.  

The mystery was solved by a retired customs officer who’d been stationed for some 
years in Helsingborg when he was a young man. As a result he was one of the few people 
in Tornedalen who understood both Tornedalen Finnish and the dialect of Skåne. He 
happened to be passing Conrad Mäki’s country store in Juhonpieti one day when Greger 
was standing outside jabbering away with some pensioners. The customs officer stopped a 
couple of yards away and listened discreetly but carefully. Afterward he reported his 
conclusions in an objective and detailed way for anybody who was interested. By force of 
habit he also recorded his testimony; I’ve seen and read it: It was duly signed by himself in 
accordance with the regulations, and witnessed by two independent observers.  

What was clear was that converser G (Greger, that is) spoke a Skanian dialect strikingly 
muddy in character throughout the conversation, with the exception of a small number of 
Tornedalen emphatic expressions (see appendix one), usually incorrectly pronounced. 
Conversers A, B, and C (two old men and an old lady) had equally obviously spoken 
Tornedalen Finnish the entire time. The strange thing was that the conversation had 
followed a totally logical course with both parties apparently understanding everything the 
other said. The topics of conversation were, in chronological order: 
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1.  The latest spells of rain and cold weather. 
2.  The progress made by potatoes in late summer, the taste advantages enjoyed by      

almond potatoes in comparison with round ones, and to what extent all the rain would 
cause potato rot.  

3.  The summer’s hay harvest, the number and quality of the drying racks for hay, and to 
what extent the late spring has affected the nourishment content of the hay.  

4.  The number of animals on farms owned by local villagers, the foddering of milch cows 
nowadays and some years ago, the mechanization of farming and whether tractors were 
cheaper on the Swedish or Finnish side of the boarder. 

5.  A number of recently pulled-up deformed carrots that looked like penises, and to what 
extent that was a whim of nature of a warning sent by the Creator regarding dances 
arranged by young people.  

6.  Hopes regarding improvements in the weather, and goodbye phrases.  
In the interests of science the customs officer had hailed Greger just before he pedalled 
off, and in neutral tone asked him for the time in Finnish: 
 
“ Mitäs kello on?” 
“And the same to you,” Greger had replied in a friendly tone.  
The customs officer drew the following conclusions: 
Greger knew no Finnish (apart from the incorrectly pronounced swearwords, appendix 

one as mentioned above). Similarly, the pensioners couldn’t understand a word of the 
Skåne dialect. The mysterious understanding between the parties could be ascribed to two 
causes: Greger’s body-language, which was strikingly exaggerated and clear, and also his 
extraordinary comprehensive knowledge of agriculture. 

The customs officer’s son was studying linguistics at the University of Umeå, and 
started a thesis entitled Bilingual Understanding in a Northern Scandinavian Multicultural 
Environment. But he turned to drink and never finished it.  
Greger himself just laughed whenever the subject was broached. They’re like that, people 
from Skåne. They laugh a lot.    

  
 
 

 




